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Meeting summary 

 This week AQUT have tried to focus on some main parts of the project rather than the smallest 

ones so as to provide the new version of XILENT. So we can say that, this week was totally effective. We 

had some problems ob public and private chat but we have nearly fixed them and now dealing with 

some minor problems of this part. On the other hand note leaving and tagging are other jobs that we 

working on. We have covered a route on tagging information on a website but we have not carried out 

yet about note leaving. For the next week, we are planning to do our best to provide a newer version of 

XILENT. 

 

Individual Reports 

 

Şevket Dokgöz 

This week, approximately two days, I have worked with Çöçelli about creating dynamic new tabs 

for private chat. Using dojo library we have done most of the job but we have still some minor problems 

about this issue but I think I will come over them. But to summarize, from now on we have no problem 

about neither public nor private chat. 

 

Uğur Irmak 

 This week after the interview with our assistant, because of my job’s densely schedule I 

could not work on our peoject any. Upto Tuesday we had worked with Mehmet Ali together on 

database operations of the note and tag modules but then Mehmet Ali did the duties alone.  

      I know that these kind of things can not be an axcuse and from now on I will 

concentrate on the version-2 demo deeply in order to recover this week. 

 

 



Mehmet Ali Özkeskin 

This week, I concentrated on the note and tag operations part of the Xilent. Firstly, I was 

working on note operation, but I faced some problems on server connection. So I could not progress so 

much on that subject. In order not to waste time, I jumped on to tagging operation. Until weekly 

meeting day, I did some part of it, such as visual part, database connection. After that day, I have added 

some additional controls in the extension and database sides, since I was encountering some problems 

putting some of the characters to the tagged text. Nowadays, I am trying to add a popup window that is 

for user to enter related keywords of the tag. Until version 2, I hope these parts will be finished.      

 

Mustafa Çöçelli 

This week, I have studied on the tab container feature of the Dojo toolkit with Şevket. We 

succeed that a user could chat with different friends of him/her on different tabs. We have a static tab 

for every user. Moreover, a new tab is opened dynamically when new conversation begins between two 

users. However, when a lot of tabs are opened, there is no nice lookout on the message screen. We will 

try to obtain a better lookout for the message screen of the application at this situation.   
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